Welcome to the EAIT International Student Virtual Hangout Hub

This is a virtual space (on Gather Town) for you to meet and socialise with other EAIT international students. You can visit this space anytime you like by clicking the Gather Town link, but we have set a day and time each week where the Hangout Hub will be in full ‘action’, and you will find the EAIT International Student Mentors there. **Find out when the space will be fully open.**

Head to a Private Room to find a mentor, ask them a question or for some tips and tricks to kickstart Semester 2! Hang out with your fellow students and video chat with them in our chill out areas. Or head to the Games Room to have some fun 😊

If you need assistance, write in the group chat and a mentor will assist you.

P.S. Look for the FISHy objects to enter the Mystery Zone!